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Van der Waals engineering of ferromagnetic
semiconductor heterostructures for spin and valleytronics
Ding Zhong,1* Kyle L. Seyler,1* Xiayu Linpeng,1* Ran Cheng,2 Nikhil Sivadas,2 Bevin Huang,1

Emma Schmidgall,1 Takashi Taniguchi,3 Kenji Watanabe,3 Michael A. McGuire,4 Wang Yao,5

Di Xiao,2 Kai-Mei C. Fu,1,6 Xiaodong Xu1,7†

The integration of magnetic material with semiconductors has been fertile ground for fundamental science as well as of
great practical interest toward the seamless integration of information processing and storage. We create van derWaals
heterostructures formed by an ultrathin ferromagnetic semiconductor CrI3 and a monolayer of WSe2. We observe un-
precedented control of the spin and valley pseudospin in WSe2, where we detect a large magnetic exchange field of
nearly 13 T and rapid switching of the WSe2 valley splitting and polarization via flipping of the CrI3 magnetization.
The WSe2 photoluminescence intensity strongly depends on the relative alignment between photoexcited spins in
WSe2 and the CrI3 magnetization, because of ultrafast spin-dependent charge hopping across the heterostructure
interface. The photoluminescence detection of valley pseudospin provides a simple and sensitive method to probe
the intriguing domain dynamics in the ultrathin magnet, as well as the rich spin interactions within the heterostructure.
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INTRODUCTION
Manipulating exchange interactions in magnetic heterostructures has
proven to be an effective way to engineer highly functional materials.
For example, control of the interlayer exchange coupling (1–3) and ex-
change bias (4) has enabled widely used magnetic storage technologies,
such as giant magnetoresistance (2, 3) and magnetic tunnel junctions
(5). Currently, there is intense focus to expand the class of functional
materials that can use magnetism via proximity exchange effects. Het-
erostructures of magnetic material integrated with superconductors (6),
topological insulators (7, 8), and semiconductors (9) have been proposed
and investigated. The incorporation of magnetism with semiconductor
electronics is particularly enticing for spintronic applications (10, 11).
For example, exchange interactions between the ferromagnet spins and
semiconductor charge carriers lead to a tunable spin polarization (12–14).
Ourwork extends this field intonew territory by constructing and explor-
ing the exchange interactions in a van der Waals interface between a
monolayer WSe2 semiconductor and an ultrathin ferromagnetic semi-
conductor CrI3.

The use of two-dimensional (2D) materials to form magnetic het-
erostructures has the advantage that the proximity-induced exchange
interaction, which is usually considered as a perturbative effect for bulk
materials, can fundamentally alter the electronic structure of the 2D
material. Theoretical work has predicted strong exchange effects (15, 16)
and emergent phenomena (17–21) in systems that integrate 2D materials
with bulk, 3Dmagnets. Proximity-induced exchange effects have been ex-
perimentally demonstrated in graphene/EuS heterostructures (22, 23), and
recently, valley-polarized electroluminescence from2D semiconductors
has been achieved (24, 25). In this latter case, the degree of polarization
remainsmodest, and the effect of exchange fields has not been observed.
Furthermore, because of the polycrystalline nature and small grain size
of the 3Dmagnets in these devices, externalmagnetic fields are required
to polarize the ferromagnets for any observable magnetic functionality.

Compared to the approach to interfacing 2D materials with 3D
magnets, a van der Waals heterostructure has several advantages
(26–28). Lattice mismatch is not an issue, thus minimizing chemical
modification and interfacial damage, which is desirable for engineering
a clean interface for optimal interactions. Because single crystals are
used, the twist angle and stacking order between constituent 2D
materials become a potentially powerful control knob, enabling, for in-
stance, the ability to engineer and study magnetic multilayer van der
Waals stacks with unique spin textures. The flexibility of the layer stack-
ing process also facilitates the creation of vanderWaals heterostructures
between layered ferromagnets and a diverse set of other 2D materials,
such as graphene, Weyl semimetals (WTe2), superconductors (NbSe2),
and so on.

Here, we report that a van der Waals ferromagnetic heterostructure
formed by monolayer WSe2 and ultrathin CrI3 enables unprecedented
control of spin and valley pseudospin inmonolayerWSe2 while revealing
a new platform to study the dynamics of layered magnets. Figure 1A
displays the heterostructure architecture, where vertically stacked mono-
layer WSe2 and ~10-nm CrI3 (Fig. 1B) are sandwiched by thin (10 to
20 nm) hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) flakes to prevent sample deg-
radation (see Materials and Methods). We present results from two
devices (12- and 9-nm CrI3), which show similar behavior, and a
top view of device 2 is shown in Fig. 1C. In our design, we use mono-
layer semiconducting WSe2 because of its well-established spin and
valley pseudospin properties (Fig. 1D, dashed lines), including circu-
larly polarized valley optical selection rules (29), spin-valley locking
effects (30), and valley Zeeman splitting of about 0.22 meV/T (31–34).
CrI3 (Fig. 1B) is a layered ferromagnetic semiconductor with an optical
gap near 1.2 eV (35). BulkCrI3 crystal exhibits a Curie temperature (TC)
of 61 K, a saturation magnetization of 3.1 Bohr magneton per Cr, and
an out-of-plane easy axis (36). The last feature is important because
the spin quantization axis is also out-of-plane in WSe2, with opposite
orientations in opposite valleys due to the spin-valley locking effect
(Fig. 1D). Thus, only perpendicular effective magnetic fields can lift
the valley degeneracy.
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RESULTS
Observation of zero-field valley splitting and polarization
The sample is cooled in a helium cryostat and excited by a HeNe laser
(1.96 eV). Below,we label the polarized photoluminescence (PL) spectra
as P1P2, where P1 (P2) represents the excitation (detection) polarization,
which can be either right (R, s+) or left (L, s−) circularly polarized.
Figure 1E (left panel) displays a typical PL spectrum of device 1 at a
temperature of 65 K, which is above the TC of CrI3. We attribute the
PL to a positively charged trion state in WSe2 due to the type II band
alignment, with the CrI3 conduction band lying below that of WSe2
(sections S1 and S2). Here, the RR and LL spectra are nearly identical,
as expected from time-reversal symmetry between the valleys in WSe2.

Remarkably, the valley degeneracy is lifted as the sample is cooled
below the TC of CrI3. Figure 1E (right panel) shows a representative
spectrum taken at 5 K. The RR spectrum exhibits both a larger peak
intensity and energy than LL. The extracted valley splitting between
RR and LL spectra is about 3.5 meV (see section S3 for fitting details),
equivalent to an effective magnetic field of about 13 T (section S4). Fur-
ther measurements reveal that the magnitude of the valley splitting is
independent of the excitation power (section S5), which rules out carrier
density effects as a dominant mechanism for the valley splitting. Thus,
we attribute the energy splitting to a strongmagnetic exchange field be-
tween theCrI3 spins andWSe2 excitons.We emphasize that because the
optical transition is determined by the energy difference between the
conduction and valence bands, the observed valley splitting reflects
the distinct coupling of the exchange field with the conduction and va-
lence bands (Fig. 1D, solid lines). This is due to the different orbital
character of the conduction and valence band edges (19, 20).

Ferromagnetic substrate control of valley dynamics
We further study the polarized PL while sweeping an applied magnetic
fieldB perpendicular to the sample plane (Faraday geometry,B parallel
to easy axis; Fig. 1A). In Fig. 2A, the total PL intensity (I) for L excitation
(ILL + ILR) and R excitation (IRR + IRL) is plotted as a function of applied
Zhong et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1603113 31 May 2017
magnetic field and emission energy for device 1. Six distinct regimes are
denoted by the arrows, with three sharp jumps in PL intensity and peak
energy near 0 and ±0.85 T and two smaller jumps near ±1.85 T. Figure
2B illustrates the overlaid RR and LL spectra at the six selectedmagnetic
fields corresponding to each regime, highlighting the multiple jumps in
peak energy and intensity. In Fig. 2 (C and D), we display the valley
splitting and the normalized difference between RR and LL intensities,
r ¼ IRR� ILL

IRRþILL
, as a function of increasing (orange curve) and decreasing

(green curve) applied magnetic field. Hysteresis loops, which are a hall-
mark of ferromagnetic effects, are observed at B = ±0.85 and 0 T. The
widths of observed hysteresis loops are around 50mT. Similarmeasure-
ments in Voigt geometry (B parallel to the sample plane) demonstrate a
rotation of the magnetization from in-plane to out-of-plane as the ap-
pliedmagnetic field is reduced to zero, confirming the out-of-plane easy
axis in ultrathin CrI3 (section S6). In the following discussions, we ig-
nore the direct influence of the applied magnetic field on WSe2 PL in-
tensity and energy (31, 32, 37, 38) because the exchange field is much
stronger than the applied field (typically below ~1 T).

A notable observation in Fig. 2A is that at a fixed applied magnetic
field, the total PL intensity strongly depends on the excitation helicity.
To understand this phenomenon, we focus on the regime with B > 0.9 T,
where the CrI3 magnetizationM is nearly aligned with B. As shown in
Fig. 1D, R and L excitations create K; ↑〉j and �K; ↓〉j electrons, respec-
tively, where ↑ (↓) represents the electron spin orientation. In CrI3, the
lowest-energy unoccupied conduction bands are mainly composed of
the spin-polarized eg orbitals of the Cr atom, with spin orientation
parallel to the ground-state spin (section S1). Therefore, electron
hopping from WSe2 to CrI3 is only allowed for the aligned spin
K; ↑〉j (Fig. 2E). Under the condition that optical absorption at
1.96 eV is independent of light helicity (section S7), the electron spins
created by R excitation have an extra nonradiative relaxation channel
compared to L excitation. This results in a strongly quenched PL as well
as a broader spectral linewidth compared to L excitation. The helicity-
dependent PL is similar to that observed recently in an epitaxially grown
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Fig. 1. Ultrathin CrI3/WSe2 heterostructure and observation of spontaneous magnetization. (A) Schematic of van der Waals heterostructure formed by monolayer WSe2
and ferromagnetic-layered semiconductor CrI3 and encapsulated by h-BN. (B) Top and side views of CrI3 crystal structure. (C) Optical microscope image of device 2. TheWSe2/CrI3
heterostructure is sandwiched by optically transparent h-BN. Scale bar, 5 mm. (D) Spin-valley locking effect and valley-dependent optical selection rules in monolayer WSe2.
Dashed (solid) lines indicate the band edges before (after) exchange field coupling. Black arrows denote spins. (E) Circularly polarized PL spectra above TC (65 K, left) and below
TC (5 K, right) in the absence of an applied magnetic field. It is evident that the valley degeneracy is lifted at 5 K because of the magnetic proximity effect.
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ferromagnet/quantumwell heterostructure (39); however, the PL polar-
ization and intensity modulation are an order of magnitude stronger in
our system with an order-of-magnitude smaller applied magnetic field
range (section S8).

In Fig. 2F, we plot the extracted linewidth and PL intensity of the
LL spectrum versus applied magnetic field. The general trend is that
the linewidth broadens whenever the PL intensity decreases, and vice
versa. This is further evidence supporting the proposed physical pic-
ture that in the spin-aligned configuration, the allowed charge hop-
ping opens up an additional nonradiative relaxation channel. We
can estimate the hopping rate by the difference in spectral width be-
tween RR and LL conditions. For B = 1 T, the difference is ~5 meV,
implying a spin-dependent charge hopping rate on the order of
ℏ

5meV ≈ 130 fs where ℏ is the reduced Planck constant. Moreover,
the spectral widths vary with the applied magnetic field (section S9),
suggesting that the hopping rate can be tuned by controlling the CrI3
magnetization.

Another outstanding feature in Fig. 2 (C and D) is the sharp change
of the valley splitting and r near B = ±0.85 and 0 T (movie S1). For
example, when sweeping the applied magnetic field down through
the transition near B = −0.85 T, the valley splitting changes from −1.3
to 3.4 meV in a span of about 30 mT (Fig. 2C). This corresponds to a
valley splitting rate of over 150meV/T, nearly three orders ofmagnitude
larger than can be achieved by the Zeeman effect in bare WSe2. More-
over, when sweeping through−0.8T in the other direction and also near
zero field, the switching is even faster, occurringwithin a span of≤6mT
(section S10).We also note that the critical fields are independent of the
sweep rate (section S11). The sign change of the valley splitting and r
implies a flip of the CrI3 magnetization. This behavior is expected for a
ferromagnet when the appliedmagnetic field crosses zero. However, the
Zhong et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1603113 31 May 2017
sign change near ±0.85 T is intriguing because the field has not changed
direction. This complicated magnetic field dependence implies rich
magnetization dynamics in the ultrathin CrI3 substrate. By comparison,
bulk CrI3 exhibits the expected magnetization loop at zero magnetic
field with small remanence and coercivity (36).

PL imaging of magnetic domain dynamics
Because both the valley splitting and r are tightly connected to the CrI3
magnetization, spatial maps of these parameters should reveal the
underlying magnetic domain structure. Inspired by this idea, we per-
formed spatially resolved, polarized PL measurements as a function of
applied magnetic field on device 2 (boxed region in Fig. 1C). Figure 3
displays spatial maps of r as a function of magnetic field sweeping di-
rection, which are ordered to highlight time-reversal pairs (see section
S12 for valley splitting maps). The time-reversal pair consists of two
maps acquired at opposite applied magnetic fields while sweeping in
the opposite direction. We find that each time-reversal pair shows ex-
cellent consistency in their pattern except for the opposite sign, validat-
ing the stability of the system. The domain structure and r disappear
above ~60K (section S13), indicating thatTC is similar to bulkCrI3 (36).

These maps reveal the evolution of the domain structure between
−1.1 and 1.1 T in ultrathin CrI3. When the applied magnetic field is
larger than the coercive field, the uniform color across the entire hetero-
structure indicates full magnetization of CrI3. When the applied
magnetic field is set at an intermediate value, a multidomain structure
appears with a domain size on the order of a few micrometers. We de-
fine domains that only switch signs with the reversal of the applied field
as strong domains (indicated by the red arrow in the B = −0.5 T map)
while those that flip without switching the applied field as weak do-
mains (indicated by the blue arrow). Unlike the strong domains, the
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Fig. 2. Ferromagnetic substrate control of spin and valley pseudospin dynamics. (A) Maps of the total PL intensity as a function of emission energy and applied magnetic
field for left circular (L) and right circular (R) excitation. The black arrow indicates the applied magnetic field sweeping direction. (B) RR and LL spectra at selected magnetic fields
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weak domains flip three times within one sweep. Therefore, if the laser
spot is on a weak domain, the corresponding valley splitting and r will
also flip three times within one sweep, which is consistent with the ob-
servation in Fig. 2 (C and D). A plausible interpretation of the multiple
flips is the competition between the Zeeman energy and the magnetic
dipole energy between strong and weak domains. In a certain applied
magnetic field range, the dipolar interaction exceeds the Zeeman energy
in a weak domain, which causes it to flip to reduce the magnetic dipole
energy. A simple model of the magnetic domain evolution, which
considers the Zeeman energy, the dipolar interaction between strong
and weak domains, and the easy-axis anisotropy, qualitatively repro-
duces the observed curves in Fig. 2C (section S14).
DISCUSSION
Measurement of the valley-polarized exciton PL inWSe2 additionally
provides a new local probe to investigate spin and domain dynamics in
adjacent ferromagnets through van der Waals engineering. Figure 4
shows multiple distinct r-B curves at different sample positions. As
expected from the spatial maps in Fig. 3, if the laser is focused on a
weak domain (Fig. 4, B and C), the magnetization can flip without
changing the applied magnetic field direction, whereas in a strong do-
main (Fig. 4E), there is only one hysteresis loop centered at zero field.
In addition to coarse changes in magnetization, fine structure is also
observed. For instance, in Fig. 4C, we observe fine steps of r as the
appliedmagnetic field varies. At first glance, the observation is an echo
of the Barkhausen effect due to the rapid change of the domain size in
ferromagnets. However, the laser spot is toward the center of the weak
domain, which is less likely to be affected by changes in domain size.
Furthermore, the r-B curves near the domain boundary do not exhibit
Zhong et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1603113 31 May 2017
these fine steps, as seen in Fig. 4D. One possibility to consider is
whether the magnetization in thin CrI3 can flip layer by layer, as in
certain types of layered antiferromagnets (40, 41). Detailed CrI3 thick-
ness dependence will be crucial to help understand the electronic and
magnetic coupling beyond the heterostructure interface. In addition,
Fig. 4D displays an overshoot of r (or spikes) that may be related to
negative differential magnetization (42). Further interesting topics in-
clude unraveling the origin of the slow jumps at ±1.85T, which man-
ifest themselves as an opposite trend in Fig. 2 (C and D), and may
indicate a different origin from the other jumps at lower fields.

These intriguing phenomena will require additional study to eluci-
date the underlyingmechanisms.However, it is already evident that this
probe is highly sensitive to spin interactions andmagnetization dynam-
ics, providing a powerful addition to conventional techniques such as
magneto-optical Kerr rotation in studying magnetism in thin films. In
addition, the integration of van derWaalsmagneticmaterials into other
heterostructures should empower researchers to harness exchange in-
teractions and interfacial effects to explore novel physical phenomena
and spintronics at the atomically thin limit.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Device fabrication
Bulk crystals ofWSe2, CrI3, and h-BNwere first exfoliated onto a 90-nm
SiO2 on Si. Because of the instability of CrI3 in air, we performed exfo-
liation in a glove boxwithO2 andH2O levels below0.5 parts permillion.
Immediately after finding the CrI3 sample, we assembled the heterostruc-
ture stack (h-BN/CrI3/monolayer WSe2/h-BN) using a polycarbonate-
based transfer technique (43) in a glove box. The h-BN thickness was
about 20 nm, andCrI3 thickness was ~10 nm. The chloroform rinsewas
performed in ambient environment for 2 min. We note that bare CrI3
flakes readily hydrate in air, decomposing within seconds. There were
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no signs of degradation in the h-BN–sandwiched sample under ambient
conditions for at least an hour, allowing us to transport and mount the
sample for measurement.

Photoluminescence
The samples weremeasured in a continuous helium flow cryostat with a
7-T superconducting magnet, which can operate in both Faraday and
Voigt geometry. PL measurements were performed in reflection geom-
etry using continuous-wave excitation from aHeNe laser (1.96 eV) that
was power-stabilized (30 mW) and focused to ~1 mmwith an aspheric
lens. The back-reflected PL was collected by the same lens and de-
tected using a spectrometer and Si charge-coupled device. Samples
weremeasured at 5 K and in Faraday geometry, unless otherwise spec-
ified. For the magnetic field–dependent measurements, we continu-
ously scanned the magnetic field and collected a full hysteresis
sweep (up and down in applied magnetic field) for each polarization
configuration before switching to the next polarization. Good overlap
at saturation magnetic fields indicated the stability of the measure-
ment and allowed comparison of magnetic field–dependent data be-
tween different polarizations.

A two-axis piezoelectric scanning mirror was used to scan the laser
spot over the sample for spatially resolvedmeasurements. Liquid-crystal
variable wave plates were used to allow repeatable and quick (<100 ms)
switching between different circular polarizations for excitation and col-
lection. Thus, we took both RR and LL polarization configurations at
each pixel (1-s integration for each polarization) before moving the la-
ser, which rules out sample drift effects in our data. As shown in Fig. 3,
there is an evident time-reversal symmetry between R and L polarized
excitation versus appliedmagnetic fields. Formagnetic field–dependent
data at selected sample positions in Fig. 4, we simply took RR data and
time-reversed it to obtain expected LL data and then compared them to
determine the expected r.
 on M
arch 5, 2018
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/3/5/e1603113/DC1
section S1. Electronic structure of CrI3/WSe2 bilayer
section S2. Linear polarization
section S3. Peak parameter extraction
section S4. Comparison of valley splitting between bare WSe2 and WSe2/CrI3
section S5. Power dependence of valley splitting
section S6. Voigt geometry
section S7. Helicity-independent differential reflection at the excitation energy
section S8. Valley polarization and intensity modulation parameter
section S9. Linewidth difference between polarizations
section S10. Rapid switching of heterostructure PL
section S11. Magnetic field sweep rate dependence
section S12. Spatial maps of valley splitting
section S13. Temperature dependence
section S14. Model of strong and weak domains
movie S1. Circularly polarized PL in a changing external magnetic field.
fig. S1. The atomic structure and the electronic band structure of the CrI3-WSe2 bilayer.
fig. S2. Linearly polarized excitation and detection.
fig. S3. Peak parameter extraction.
fig. S4. Valley splitting in bare WSe2 and WSe2/CrI3.
fig. S5. Power dependence of valley splitting.
fig. S6. PL measurements in Voigt geometry.
fig. S7. Differential reflection spectrum of WSe2/CrI3.
fig. S8. Valley polarization and intensity modulation parameter.
fig. S9. Linewidth difference between polarizations.
fig. S10. Rapid switching of PL in WSe2/CrI3.
fig. S11. Sweep rate dependence.
fig. S12. Spatial maps of valley splitting.
Zhong et al., Sci. Adv. 2017;3 : e1603113 31 May 2017
fig. S13. Temperature dependence of CrI3 magnetization.
fig. S14. Strong- and weak-domain modeling.
table S1. The free energy and its second-order derivatives with respect to the angles of the
two domains.
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